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Here, the problems of the ‘once upon a time’ motif are made explicit: by making the tales appear to portray a limitless world that anyone from any era can ‘come and join’, the outdated and sexist moralities and ideologies integral to patriarchal stories (think of Perrault’s explicit ‘morals’ tagged on to the end of each tale, for example) are held up as universal and relevant to all women regardless of era. Women today are still indoctrinated into the same ideologies of passivity, beauty equals goodness, rescue by a handsome prince, marriage as ultimate fulfilment, Snow White domesticity, and ‘good’ behaviour equating with the reward of ‘happily ever after’, that were written into the stories centuries ago. Fairy tales are renowned for their predictable structures and inevitable ‘happily ever afters’ that seem destined to repeat themselves for each new generation. (For example, the Queen in Snow White was once ‘the fairest of them all’ but is rejected after her marriage to the king and replaced by a new, younger maiden; it is implicit that this fate awaits all women, with Snow White eventually to follow in the Queen’s footsteps.) Thus, fairy tales often constitute elements of cyclical mythical time in which there are repeated fates and feats (i.e. heroic acts) doomed forever to repeat themselves.23 This type of temporal structure leaves no room for change, with even the ‘ever after’ endings negating the idea of a future in stopping the story at its present state of ‘happiness’ (usually marriage) as if life ends at that point, to remain unchanged forever, before the next story unfolds between its ‘once upon a time’ and concluding ‘happily ever after’ parentheses. (Note that some anti-tales subvert this in showing the unhappy futures that can follow the vague ‘ever after’ camouflage: Dina Goldstein’s photographic image ‘Snowy’ in her collection Fallen Princesses, for instance, depicts an exhausted Snow White cradling two demanding infants, with another pulling at her skirt hem, as she struggles to keep on top of her domestic duties while her husband, Prince Charming, lounges in torn tights watching horse racing, oblivious to the domestic battle going on around him.)24

The circle of mythical time shared by the repetitious nature of the fairy tale genre must be broken in order to provide a conclusive closure for outdated ideas and to signal the beginning of new conceptions of being. Freeman notes that one way of doing this is through swapping the circular archetypal pattern for the historical line’s trajectory.25 Essentially, by replacing the stagnancy of mythical time, and its continual repetitions, with endings that look to a different and unknowable future, feminist change can take root. Anti-tales, as revisions of the old stories, envision such new beginnings; despite ‘retelling’ being an implicit element of this genre, they revise the tales, recreating them with an emphasis on their difference or break with the original story. Uncritical repetition is no longer an option.

Overall, the temporal aspects of fairy tales have both pros and cons. While those such as the female conteuses in the seventeenth century
availed of the timeless disguise the genre afforded by couching their subversive political ideas in tales of fantasy and magic in an intolerant society, this same timelessness allows outdated ideologies to replay across centuries and remain unchallenged. In addition, as well as the problems of ‘once upon a time’, ‘happily ever after’ poses its own set of challenges, with time often stopping at the perceived point of patriarchal fulfilment, marriage. As a genre, it has also been noted that the tales share the trait of mythical time’s cyclical repetition, reinforcing stagnant ideas rather than advancing new ones. Anti-tales, of course, break this cyclical loop in reinventing the stories.

Having outlined these ideas, I now have a basis from which to illustrate how anti-tales confront these temporal dilemmas and alter the use of time in order to destabilise assumptions about it, both as we accept time in our everyday lives and time as we have allowed it to go unquestioned within the fairy tale genre. The anti-tales I discuss here do not simply replace one conception of time with another, rather they unsettle and disturb any attempts to know time in its entirety, positing instead a willingness to accept its multifarious nature and constantly shifting complexity.

**Time for Change: Rethinking Temporality in the Twenty-First Century**

Significantly, while the previous two sections outlined the problematic masculine time of the clock and the troublesome patriarchal tactics...
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